Jigsaws - Logic Puzzle

The National Jigsaw Puzzle Society recently released their picks for the best Jigsaw Puzzles in five different piece count categories. Each puzzle picked featured a different theme and was produced by a different company. None of the puzzles in the list were released in the same year. Can you determine which puzzle in each piece category (one puzzle was 300 pieces) won in which year, the theme of the puzzle, and the company who designed it?

1. The jigsaw puzzle with 1050 pieces doesn’t have the railroad theme.
2. The puzzle with 1300 pieces wasn’t released in 1980.
3. The puzzle made by Eduka has 500 more pieces than the puzzle released in 1991.
4. The puzzle with the orchard theme is either the jigsaw puzzle made by Hasboro or the puzzle released in 1980.
5. The jigsaw puzzle released in 1984 is either the puzzle made by Ceaco or the puzzle featuring cows.
6. 3 of the puzzles consist of the puzzle made by Eduka, the jigsaw puzzle with 1050 pieces and the jigsaw puzzle with 800 pieces.
7. Of the jigsaw puzzle with 800 pieces and the jigsaw puzzle made by Hasboro, one has the orchard theme and the other has the plantation theme.
8. The jigsaw puzzle made by Buffalo has 750 more pieces than the jigsaw puzzle released in 1990.
9. The jigsaw puzzle with the orchard theme has 250 fewer pieces than the puzzle depicting cows.
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